ZAFIRA LIFE
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YOUR LOUNGE ON WHEELS.
Get comfortable in the luxurious
surroundings of the Zafira Life, your
lounge on wheels for family or business,
packed with innovation, safety features
and thoughtful touches like face-to-face
seating. Designed with German precision
to match every step of your adventurous
lifestyle, and gifted with a high degree
of flexibility to guarantee it always gets
the job done, the Zafira Life is made for
those who demand more. Move up to
9 people in total relaxation with a host
of smart technologies at your fingertips.

DEMAND MORE,
GO FURTHER.
1. TRUE OPEL DESIGN: in the Zafira
Life, German safety and efficiency
meets the highest standards of Opel
engineering and design precision.
The result? A multi-purpose family
car which is completely true and
exceeds expectations at every turn.

2. SIZES AND DIMENSIONS: choose
your Zafira Life in one of 3 different
sizes, each cleverly packaged to
maximize interior space. A height of
sub-1,90 m1 makes accessibility easy.

3. MAJOR FLEXIBILITY: available
with up to 9 seats, the Zafira Life
can be configured to fit your precise
demands. Seats in the second and
third rows slide forward or backward
to increase legroom and flexibility.
Second-row seats can be easily
configured for face-to-face travel.
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1

Except versions with increased payload.

4. A SMOOTHER RIDE: don’t let its
size deceive – the Zafira Life’s handling
is agile and dynamic, with a range of
engines and gearboxes designed for
the kind of smooth, efficient drive you’d
expect from an Opel.

5. PANORAMIC ROOF AND
MASSAGE SEATS: let the light in and
transform the cabin ambience with
the panoramic roof*. Heated front
seats* with massage function* do the
trick when the weather gets cold.

6. DRIVER ASSISTANCE INNOVATION:
a range of advanced assistance
technologies, from Speed Limit
Adaptation* and Smart Beam* to 180°
Panoramic Rear View Camera*, makes
life simple and keeps your day on
track.

*Available as an option, standard equipment
or not available, dependent on model.
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NO NEED TO COMPROMISE.
Sometimes a little extra space
makes all the difference. Choose
the Zafira Life in one of 3 lengths –
Small (S), Medium (M) or Large (L) –
according to your needs. At just
4,60 m in length, the Small version
is ideal for negotiating urban zones
with dense traffic while remaining
highly spacious on the inside. Choose
either the Medium or Large version
if you need to maximize your cabin
space.
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< 1,90–1,95 m >

< 5,30 m >
< 4,95 m >

< 4,60 m >
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AUTOMATIC ACCESS.
The Zafira Life may look sharp, but it’s
also been designed with real purpose.
Dual electric sliding doors* give a wide
opening into the rear for passengers in
the second and third rows, also making
it easy to load bigger items. Sensors
allow for hands-free access* to the cabin
for those moments when you don’t
have a free hand.

OPENING REAR WINDOW *
Open the tailgate window
independently of the tailgate
itself to make loading smaller
items into the boot simple or
to simplify loading in situations
where space is limited.
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*Available as an option, standard equipment or not available, dependent on model.
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NEXT-LEVEL VERSATILITY.
The Zafira Life has been engineered
to set class-leading standards of
flexibility in everyday use. So whether
you’re headed to the beach with the
kids and their friends, driving your
colleagues to that important meeting
or want to hold a conference at the
adjustable office table, there’s
always a seating layout that suits.
Specify with up to 9 seats* in a huge
variety of configurations, according
to your family or business demands.
Learn more about the different
configuration options on the
following page.

*Available as an option, standard equipment or not available, dependent on model.
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MAKE TRAVEL MORE
FLEXIBLE.
Depending on the model variant you choose, you
can configure the cabin of your Zafira Life in a
variety of ways. The Zafira Life is perfect for moving
long furniture, sports gear or anything else your
routine calls for.

< 3,51 m >

5-seater without third row.

Load length expandable to
a maximum of 3,51 m (long
body variant).
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7-seater with 2 single seats
in the second and 2-seater
bench and single seat in
the third row with a
comfortable vis-à-vis
configuration.

6-seater with 2 single seats in
the second and third row.

Depending on the model you choose, the
possibilities are endless. Fold down or
remove the third seating row for
increased boot capacity, specify as a 6or 7-seater with individual seats in the
second or third row and enhanced,
lounge-like comfort in the rear. Choose
the 2-seater front passenger bench* if you
regularly need to move up to 9 people*.

*Available as an option, standard equipment or not available, dependent on model.

SLIDE AND FOLD Secondrow seats can slide forward
or backwards* to create
extra legroom or allow easy
access to the third row.
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WE THOUGHT OF
EVERYTHING.

FACE-TO-FACE SEATING
If you need to use your Zafira
Life for a business meeting,
simply take advantage of
individual second-row
seats*, which can either face
forward or be rotated for
face-to-face travel, creating
a calm and professional
business environment in the
rear.

DASHBOARD STORAGE
Whether you need to store snacks, bottles,
stationary or other everyday items, take
advantage of an upper glove box (which
can be illuminated and refrigerated*) and
a lower glove box with 12-V power
sockets*, plus numerous other interior
storage compartments.

COMPUTER CHARGING
Stay plugged in and charged up on the go with USB connectivity*
in the front for driver and passenger and a 12-V power socket*
front and rear – plus a useful 230-V socket for the second row*.

TABLET AND PHONE HOLDER *
Keep your smartphone and tablet in
view and handily fixed in position with
secure dashboard-mounted holders,
also with USB connectivity*.

CUPHOLDERS
With storage for 1,5-l bottles
in the front door pockets and
handy cupholders in the seat
back tables.

*Available as an option, standard equipment or not available, dependent on model.
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INTUITIVE
TECHNOLOGY.
Staying connected on the move has
never been more important to your
family or your business – and with
features like USB connectivity*, Android
AutoTM*, Apple CarPlayTM* and an
intuitive 7˝ touch screen* it’s as effortless
as never before. Enjoy smart navigation*
and driver support services with Opel
Connect*, and avoid parking scrapes
with 180° Rear View Camera* technology.

OPELCONNECT SERVICES*
A smart range of services
delivering a new degree of
safety and support helps you
stay connected on the road.
Peace of mind:
Emergency Call, Breakdown
Call and Vehicle Status and
Information.
Convenience:
Remote Functions for door
locks, horn and lights.
Smart driving:
Enjoy a relaxed ride thanks
to Live Navigation and Trip
and Drive Management.

180° PANORAMIC REAR VIEW CAMERA *
Make parking and other tight city
manoeuvres entirely stress-free with the
180° Panoramic Rear View Camera.
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*Available as an option, standard equipment or not available, dependent on model.

TOUCH SCREEN NAVIGATION *
Your time is precious – reach your
destination quickly and
intuitively with Multimedia
Navi1 and the Zafira Life’s 7˝
touch screen*.
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A SUPERIOR DRIVE.
Every element of the Zafira Life’s
refined interior has been designed
to make the driving experience
more rewarding than ever before.
Get comfortable in ergonomic,
heated front seats*, available with
a massage function* for those
moments you need to unwind.

A driving position with a high
command of the road yet car-like
steering wheel position, excellent
soundproofing and a host of smart
driver assistance technologies*
combine for a ride of superior
control and composure.

PANORAMIC ROOF *
The stunning panoramic roof lets the light in,
transforming the atmosphere of the cabin.
When day turns to night, observe the stars or
slide forward the blinds so your passengers
can rest.

*Available as an option, standard equipment or not available, dependent on model.
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CLASS-LEADING DRIVER
INNOVATION.
With best-in-class technology
available at the push of a button,
the Zafira Life assists your daily drive
in a practical, hands-off fashion.

Enjoy smarter illumination on the
road, react quicker to outside forces
like changes in the speed limit and
stay easily in your lane.

KEYLESS OPEN AND START *
Just get in and go without needing to
locate your car keys – as long as they’re
in your pocket, bag or somewhere close.

SMART BEAM *
Switches the headlamps between high
beam and dipped beam automatically
to avoid blinding other drivers.
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*Available as an option, standard equipment or not available, dependent on model.

HEAD-UP DISPLAY *
Unique in the segment, see vital info
such as speed and Semi-adaptive
Cruise Control* data projected in the
driver’s line of sight on the Head-up
Display*.

LANE DEPARTURE WARNING *
Recognizes when the Zafira Life is drifting lanes and alerts
the driver via audio and visual cue.

SPEED LIMIT ADAPTATION *
Uses Speed Sign Recognition to analyse changes in
the speed limit. With one push of the memory button,
allow Semi-adaptive Cruise Control to adjust your
speed accordingly.

*Available as an option, standard equipment or not available, dependent on model.
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ALWAYS IN CONTROL.
The Zafira Life takes the safety of you
and your passengers as seriously as
you do. Enjoy a host of features designed
to add an extra layer of security to
each trip, with radars and sensors

deployed to scan the road ahead and
behind, so you’re fully aware of your
surroundings at any given moment.

BLIND SPOT ALERT *
Uses sensors and a visual projection
on the wing mirrors, alerting the
driver to vehicles in the car’s blind
spot to prevent accidents in
overtaking situations.
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*Available as an option, standard equipment or not available, dependent on model.

DRIVER DROWSINESS ALERT *
Analyses your driving patterns via
the front camera and steering wheel
movements to let you know when it’s
time to take a quick break.

FORWARD COLLISION ALERT *
Scans the road ahead to alert
the driver to the potential for
a collision with vehicles or
pedestrians.

PARK ASSIST *
Gives you a helping hand with sensors
to make parking as simple as possible.
If specified, the 180° Panoramic Rear
View Camera* provides an additional
top-view image of the car’s surrounding
area.

AUTOMATIC EMERGENCY BRAKING *
Takes action to avoid an accident, applying
the brakes automatically in case of potential
collision.

*Available as an option, standard equipment or not available, dependent on model.
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GO FURTHER.
The Zafira Life takes you further
on a single tank with a range of
powerful yet frugal engines and
smooth transmissions, both manual
and automatic, for lower running
costs and maximum efficiency.

Enjoy a more poised drive than
ever before, whatever the surface
or weather conditions.

INTELLIGRIP *
The Zafira Life’s IntelliGrip system1
provides extra levels of traction
on tricky surfaces such as mud,
sand or snow.

*Available as an option, standard equipment or not available, dependent on model.
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READY FOR THE CITY.
Some large cars can feel impractical
inside the city limits – but not the
Zafira Life. The Small version in
particular, with a shorter wheelbase
and total length of 4,60 m, combines
a spacious interior with very compact
dimensions, making parking in the
city – or your garage – a breeze. 

1
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Except versions with increased payload.

Additionally, its useful sub-1,90-m
height1 ensures unrestricted
access to tight spots such as
underground car parks.
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PERFECTION INSIDE
AND OUTSIDE.
Choose from 7 stylish finishes and
4 upholstery designs with the finest
premium character.

JADE WHITE *

Also choose from a total of 4 modern
wheel designs and 2 different materials.

QUARTZ GREY METALLIC *

MOONSTONE GREY METALLIC *

HARLEKIN, BLACK FABRIC
SEATS*

DIAMOND BLACK METALLIC *

COOL GREY METALLIC *

TOURMALINE ORANGE METALLIC *

RICH OAK BROWN METALLIC *
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*Colours available as standard, optional or not available according to version and powertrain chosen.

CURITIBA TRITONE,
GREY FABRIC SEATS *

CLAUDIA, BLACK FULL-LEATHER
SEATS WITH IMPALA BEIGE
STITCHING*

16˝ STEEL WHEEL
WITH FULL WHEEL
COVER *

17˝ STEEL WHEEL
WITH FULL WHEEL
COVER *

17˝ SILVER ALLOY
WHEEL *

17˝ DIAMOND-CUT
BI-COLOUR ALLOY
WHEEL *

TYRE LABELLING
Wheels

CARLA, BLACK FULL-VINYL

SEATS *

215/65 R 16 215/65 R 16 215/60 R 17
Continental
Michelin
Michelin
ContiVan
Agilis 51
Agilis+
Contact 100 (summer)
(summer,
(summer)
IntelliGrip)

215/60 R 17
Michelin
Agilis Alpin
(winter)

225/55 R 17
Michelin
Primacy
3 (summer)

Fuel efficiency class

C

C

C

E

C

Wet grip class

B

A

A

B

A

External rolling noise measured
value (dB)

72

72

72

71

69

External rolling noise class

* Trims and wheels available as standard, optional or not available according to version chosen. See our detailed specification sheet for further details.
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READY FOR ADVENTURE.
Opel’s range of original accessories has
been designed to make the Zafira Life
the ultimate partner in adventure, whether
you’re headed for the country with bikes
or to the beach with camping equipment.

Find the perfect accessories to match
your family’s active lifestyle.

TOWING HITCH*
Whatever your towing requirements are, we
have a high-quality solution for your Opel.
You don’t even have to alter the look of your
vehicle. Our range of detachable and fixed
towing hitches is specially designed for your
Zafira Life.
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ROOF RACK *
Aluminium roof rack with a
T-groove for the addition of
transportation accessories.
Ideal for attaching a bike
carrier or roof box and capable
of taking up to 100 kg on 2 bars.

WIND DEFLECTORS *
Equip the front doors of the Zafira Life with a
set of 2 wind deflectors. They are transparent,
designed to clip into place and make driving in
rainy conditions with the window open easy.

ROOF BOX *
Available in multiple sizes with up to
420 l of space, the roof box is perfect
for carrying a variety of items from
skis and surfboards to tents and
foldable furniture.

FLOOR MATS *
Premium Floor mats with the Opel logo,
designed to be easily cleaned so you
can keep the interior of your Zafira Life
looking sharp.

*Available as an option, standard equipment or not available, dependent on model.
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THE FUTURE IS EVERYONE’S

Some feature descriptions in this brochure may refer to, and some illustrations may show, optional equipment not included in the standard delivery. Models shown are illustrated using left-handdrive versions. The information contained in this brochure was accurate at the time of going to print. We reserve the right to make changes in design and equipment.
The colours printed in the brochure only approximate actual colours. Illustrated optional equipment is available at extra charge. Availability, technical features and equipment provided on our
vehicles can vary outside the Federal Republic of Germany. Recycling: information on Design for Environment, our take-back network and the recycling of End of Life Vehicles can be found on
www.opel.com. For precise information on the equipment provided on our vehicles, please contact your local Opel partner.
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